
MOVEArtweger

Brings
motion

to your 
bathroom.



The Artweger MOVE is a modern sliding door series with many 
satisfying elements and offers excellent value for money. With its proven 
elegant design down to the last detail and thanks to the wide variety 
of available options, it fits in to any space. 

Behind the refined appearance, there hides a stable and long-lasting 
functional design which brings real pleasure to daily life. Barrier free 
Artweger quality that does what it promises.

Discover the 
many bene-
fits that make 
a move!

Comfort and safety

With SOFT CLOSE AND SOFT OPEN (optional), the latest 
technology is hidden behind the elegant inner panel. When 
opening and closing, the door is gently slowed just before
the end position and then glides smoothly to the stop 
position. The hazards of door slamming are no longer 
a problem.
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Framed corner entry



A wide range of space 
solutions that move

1
2- part frameless, sliding door



2 
4-part framed, sliding door
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With Artweger MOVE there are hardly any limitations to the room layout. 
That is because, in addition to the varied design options, there is also the 
possibility to have made-to-measure. For a perfect fit, without compromise, 
in every bathroom.

With or without a wall profile

When selecting the type of 
wall fitting, there is a choice 
of a continuous but discreet 
wall profile, (picture 2, above) 
or completely without a profile, 
(picture 1, left side). Here the 
glass closes directly to the wall.
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Picture 3: Sliding door solution with a partially walled niche. 
When open, the door glides behind the wall. Behind it is a 
generous shower area. 1

2- part frameless, sliding door



Trackless guide ...

The doors of the Artweger MOVE run 
track-free through a narrow guide. The 

smooth surface of the door- guide unit is 
easy and quick to clean.

VARIO SEALING System -
100% barrier free....

The transparent profile seal on the door 
enables a completely barrier free entry 

to the shower.

VARIO SEALING System - 
....or with a 12 mm surge bar
This model is even more watertight, with 
just a 12 mm high surge bar in the door 
area.

... with magnetic closure

The patent pending magnetic door closure 
enables the door to swing out with slight 
pressure. This makes cleaning much 
easier.



2 -part sliding door with side-panel framed. Color: matt black
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Top quality, 
                in motion.

The minimalist design hides a clever technology that enables extra smooth running and at the same time 
simplifies care of the shower. An example is the trackless guide of the door at floor level: 

This gives a larger transparent surface and makes cleaning easier.
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The design of the Artweger MOVE is a real eye catcher in the bathroom. 
It’s compact and neat and at the same time pleases with its almost invisible 
technical specifications and love for detail. Attractive colors allow a lot of 
play for personal creativity in the bathroom.

2 -part sliding door WALK IN frameless, color: bronze



Pure
design
that moves.

A highlight of the Artweger shower series is ARTCLEAR GLASS: 

Here the glass surface is specially treated and hardened with UV light. The 
glass surface is extra smooth, which means that dirt, and limescale can 
hardly get a grip and cleaning is much reduced. And the best thing about it: 
With the UV treatment, the ARTCLEAR GLASS effect remains for the lifetime 
of the shower. 

Elegant guide Profi le

Due to the light-refracting edge 
the profi le appears narrower. 
Also, interesting refl ections 
create an exciting surface.

Well-designed handles

The linear, simple handle sits 
comfortably in the hand and is 

also easy to clean. For a har-
monious look, the light-refrac-
ting edge of the guide profi les 

can be seen in the design. 
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Clean glass a 
shower life long!



2 -part sliding door, frameless 
with shorter side panel

2 -part sliding, framed 
freestanding on the bathtub

For the bathtub itself, the 
2-part sliding door is the 
perfect solution. This is 
mounted directly on to the 
edge of the bathtub. 

Stylish 
solutions 

with and for 
the bathtub

In the case where the 
shower and bath sit 

directly next to each other, 
we offer a model with a 

shorter side panel.



2 -part sliding door, frameless 
with shorter side panel
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Optional left or right opening, standard height 200 cm, barrier-free access, application ON or WITHOUT shower tray.

1-part sliding door for 
partly walled niche
1 door piece inside the 
shower area

Double sliding door
in alcove
1 door and 1 fi xed part

Quadruple sliding door 
in alcove
2 door parts and 2 fi xed 
parts

Double sliding door 
Walk In
1 door and 1 fi xed part

Clean glass a 
shower life long!

high-gloss                  
metal

Profi le colors:
Single-pane safety glass 6 mm (ESG):

In the Artweger MOVE special heat-treated safety glass (EN 
12150) is used, which is more impact-, shock- and temperature-
resistant. If the glass breaks then little crumbs are created which 
greatly reduces the possibility of injury.

Glasses:

frameless
made to 
measure

100 - 160 100 - 160

partially 
framed

standard width

frameless
made to 
measure

100 - 160
100
120
140
160

partially 
framed

standard width

frameless
made to 
measure

140 - 200
140
160
180
200

partially 
framed

standard width

frameless
made to 
measure

100 - 160
100
110
120
140
160

partially 
framed

standard width

Double sliding door
next to side screen
1 door and 1 fi xed part

Side screen Double sliding door
next to shortened 
side screen
1 door and 1 fi xed part

Shortened side screen

frameless
made to 
measure

100 - 140 100
120
140

partially 
framed

standard width

frameless
made to 
measure

80 - 120 80
90

100
120

partially 
framed

standard width

frameless
made to 
measure

100 - 140 100
120
140

partially 
framed

standard width

frameless
made to 
measure

bis 120

partially 
framed

standard width

Corner access
2 sliding doors 
and 2 fi xed parts

frameless
made to 
measure

80 - 120
80 x 80
90 x 90
90 x 80 
80 x 90

100 x 100
120 x 120

partially 
framed

standard width

bis 120

matt black

powder-
coated silver

white matt white

champagne moccametallic 
graphite

bronze

Genuine glass clear   Satin Vertical satin stripe, WOLKE

Double sliding door 
freestanding on the bathtub
1 door and 1 fi xed part

frameless
made to 
measure

100 - 140 120
140

partially 
framed

standard width

Special heights     Special widths      Slopes       Recesses

Further colours on request.
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Compliments of your bathroom specialist:

Order brochures free of charge at the address below or download them as a PDF at: www.artweger.com

Artweger GmbH. & Co. KG
Sulzbacherstr. 60 | 4820 Bad Ischl | Austria
Tel. +43 6132 205-0 | Fax +43 6132 205-5001
info@artweger.com | www.artweger.com

ARTWEGER UK
The Sidings
Thomas Street, Blackpool, FY6 7QQ Lancashire
Tel: +44 333 666 1260, Fax: +44 333 666 1261
infouk@artweger.co.uk




